Abstract. This paper exposes a comparative analysis of three weed classification strategies based on area and texture features over images of vegetable crops, focus on provide a technological tool to support farmers in their maintenance tasks. The classification alternatives embrace a basic approach which defines an umbral according to scene features, indeed, a detection with a certain degree of uncertainty on the decision region is purposed and a rigid boundary decision arrangement are exposed. A first mode carries out an unsupervised learning, it uses area and color features with a practical thresholding classifier to differentiate between weed and vegetable classes, the following two, extracts statistical measures of autocorrelation, contrast, correlation and others, from grey level cooccurrence matrices to calculate texture features, next, a principal component analysis is made for dimensionality reduction. These patterns serve as basis for training K-Nearest Neighbor and Support Vector Machine classifiers. The algorithms performance is measured calculating sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP), positive and negative predicted values (PPV and NPV), also, the execution time is stored and tabulated in order to evaluate the proposed methods. Finally, the results show a similar performance of correct classification over 90 and 80% on SN and SP indices respectively, however, approaches present a clear difference in execution time respect of train an evaluation stages.
Introduction
Agricultural sector has pointing to environmental conditions to ensure quality and safety of crop production; this approach is based on technological development to support soil preparation, planting and weed removing processes. Particularly, among the most important crop problems lie in weeds growth, which increase the biological competition; causing a higher consumption of supplies such as fertilizers and water. Further, delays in product deliveries are generated, indeed, exists a considerable amount of working hours for inspection and weed removal. It is due to this task is tedious and limited to perform a crop sampling for weed and plagues diagnosis, therefore, 100 per cent of crop is not explored, consequently weeds and plagues are overlooked. Selective treatment and control of weed represent an opportunity for robotics applications, carrying out the inspection and removal of weeds without herbicides, resulting in a clean and appropriate way to maximize quality and soil performance, linked to the precision agriculture approach to support maintenance planning and decision making about crops. The process of selective weed removal performed by workers lies on move around vegetables crop making a visual inspection, bending and pulling weed plant, hence, an application that process crop images for weed detection can be solve problem exposed above. Machine vision modules has been a trend for researchers to perform weed detection getting coordinates to position an end-effector to make a mechanical removal task. Weed classification from outdoor images is complex due to random and uncontrolled light conditions, also, weed plants don´t have a recognized patterns for distribution in crop, thus, size, shape and texture features has been used to purpose classifiers.
A considerable amount of literature has been published about weed detection, a work based on size and shape features to classify weed is exposed in [1] ; they acquire crop images in RGB color space and uses the excessive green algorithm [2] to segment and separate plants, then, area, perimeter and longest chord features are calculated. Finally, with a threshold and crop masking made, weed is detected, however, authors do not discuss elapsed time to get an evaluation of the scene. Relating to colour and shape features, methods for segment plants aimed to perform on different sunlight and background conditions are Excess Green Index ExG [3] and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [4] . Another research showed a real time system using Fast Fourier Transform and Grey level co-occurrence matrix for image processing with results between 70.4 and 72.5% classification accuracy [5] , they do not expose computing time for each step of algorithm, but it can be inferred that works on 30fps with 640x480 image size. The authors in [6] investigated about Gabor Wavelets for texture descriptors [7] in order to distinguish broadleaf and grass, the classifier is based on a multilayer perceptron network and has an accuracy around 90%, indeed, use images of 300x250 pixels and get a feature extraction time around 550 milliseconds and total scene evaluation near to 8fps. In [8] , researchers reviewed about weed classification based on texture features trying co-occurrence matrices (CCM) [9] , to discriminate plants species with scales and orientation invariant leafs [10] , also, they suggested to add additional features due to visible light spectrum, allowing extract 11 textural features [11] , training a classifier for identify soil classes [12] , achieving an accuracy of 93%. An extension of CCM is the Level Co-Occurrence Matrix method [13] , which it has been used for classification based on texture through calculation of features worked by Haralick [14] , aimed at making training a neural network using ExG index [15] as pre-processing. Other classification algorithm bases his theory in KNearest Neighbor (KNN), this method is worked in [16] where expose a comparison between 1 and 4 neighbors to leaf shape based plant species recognition getting around 92% of correct rate. Wu and Wen [17] , proposed a Support Vector Machine SVM classifier to identify weeds in corn fields during early crop stages, using the co-occurrence matrix in gray levels and statistical histogram properties to extract texture features, making a dimensionality reduction using principal components analysis with greater accuracy to 92%, nevertheless, training and evaluation times are not exposed.
Based on studies described above, exists a potential of using area-color and texture features to discriminate vegetables in crops using straightforward classification methods. The main contribution of the research presented in this paper is evaluate three strategies for weed classification from outdoor images with the same environmental conditions described as follows: The first approach is a basic methodology using direct features from plants images like area and color with a thresholding classifier. The following strategy for weed identification is based on soft clustering, this allows clusters overlap in feature space, measuring a degree of belonging to weed or vegetable classes, through statistical texture features extracted from Gray Level Co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) and kNN algorithm training. Finally, Support Vector Machine classifier is purposed as a hard clustering from the same texture patterns extracted in the previous strategy. This paper has been divided into five parts. The first part about Introduction, chapter 2 describes AreaColor features for weed classification. Texture features, dimensionality reduction and Support Vector Machine classifier, are explained in chapter 3. Next part is about results and conclusions. Finally, acknowledgements are exposed.
Methodology
The algorithms proposed use outdoor color images of vegetables crops. Samples of images for processing are shown in Fig. 1 . Prior to commencing the study, theoretical foundation and process description is exposed as follows: first, feature extraction is exposed. In Subsection 2.1, low level features obtained directly from the image are explained, while, in Subsection 2.2, statistical texture features are showed with principal component analysis for dimensionality reduction. Next, decision equations and weed identification criteria are purposed for Thresholding (Section 2.31), KNN (Section 2.32) and SVM (Section 2.33) classifiers. 
Low Level Features Extraction
Due to random behavior of weed growing and relation with crop size during early ages, it is appropriate to use area and color features as descriptors for weed classification. These features are the most intuitive ways to detect weed in vegetable crops, therefore, the system purposed is a practical method to be used as binary classification separating soil and plants.
Algorithm begins by a Green Plant Detection result of evaluating the original grayscale image using Eq. (1). Next a Median filtering removes noise with advantage of preserving edges. Third, previous output is converted to binary, at this point, small objects are removed in order to avoid outliers.
Over the resulting image is appropriate to highlight objects in order to have a clear difference between soil and plants; this is accomplished by segmenting according to a threshold (Eq. (2)) defined by Otsu´s method, with the purpose of estimates optimal value through an exhaustive search of maximum variance of gray levels. Additionally, results appropriate fill holes in the image, to enhance classification process with compact objects, to deal with this, an algorithm based on morphological reconstruction is used [18, 19] .
The binary image contains groups of pixels that make up individual plants, therefore, it is necessary label objects in the scene to get a region for extract features. Labeling process is based on connected components algorithm with a 4 connectivity given a heuristic stated on pixel values according predecessor labels at north and west position exposed in [20, 21] . The feature extraction step is carry out by defining labeled objects area, counting number of pixels for each one and storing values for all items [22] . The steps described above are shown as summary in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . Scene or crop image example.
Statistical Features Extraction
The issue of weed detection can also be focus on texture features; texture term refers to similarity and difference between high and low brightness values also called grey levels. For each evaluation scene, a Grey Level Co-Occurrence Matrix is calculated. Each resulting matrix serves as a basis to compute 10 statistical texture measures, therefore, a 10 dimensions feature space is constructed. After, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to represent original data in a new base where most variance is preserved on each axis; as a result, dimensionality reduction is performed to get a 2D feature space. Finally, patterns obtained are used to train classification algorithms based on K-nearest neighbor and Support Vector Machines. The descriptors must contain the most information possible about classes to discriminate them. In the same way, this corresponds to the direction with the greatest variance in the data. In practice, the classification accuracy increases as the dimensionality of the data is reduced. Figure 3 shows flow chart corresponding to process for validate the classification based on texture features. 
The gray-level co-occurrence matrix method
The Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix Method is a practical way to organize and tabulate the changes in brightness for different combinations of pixels, preserving the spatial information, getting first and second order texture measures, obtaining statistical calculations considering or not the relationship between neighboring groups. The mathematical definition of co-occurrence matrix is shown in the Eq. (3).
where C is a co-occurrence matrix defined over and I image with m x n size, parameterized with steps ∆x and ∆y. The size of the matrix is based on divisions grayscale, for this paper, divisions correspond to 8 levels, obtaining an 8 x 8 matrix for each evaluation window. Due to texture calculations are weighted averages or statistics measurements of GLCM, it must be modified in such a way diagonal and normalized; therefore, the elements representing pairs of pixels on the diagonal have no difference in gray levels, in contrast, there are major differences in gray as the positions of matrix elements move away with respect to the diagonal. Present paper works with 10 texture measures computed from co-occurrence matrix, these features was selected for cover three groups: contrast, order and descriptive statistics. In addition, these measures allow to know similarity or local variance in the image, deviation of the gray levels, co-occurrence frequency of pixels, uniformity and homogeneity of the image within the image evaluation. The mathematical expressions about texture features are shown as follows:
Autocorrelation:
Contrast:
Dissimilarity:
Entropy:
Energy:
Homogeneity:
Variance:
Difference Variance: (12) Cluster Shade:
where and , are the columns and rows respectively to rectangular image, quantized in gray levels and the input normalized of GLCM.
Principal component analysis and dimensionality reduction
The principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate method or tool used to find patterns in data, establishing a relationship of observed variables to detect trends, groups, deviations and outliers, obtaining a representation of information, transformed by a linear combination that highlights their similarity and difference [23] . Therefore, it can be used as statistical characteristics extractor. The main advantage of using PCA is to find and compress patterns in data, causing a dimensionality reduction without much loss of information [24, 25] . The objective of the analysis is to represent the data in terms of a matrix, that contain the greatest variance information in the directions of their eigenvectors (Eq. (14)), from matrix with columns for samples and rows assigned to variables.
The vector are the directions of principal components. PCA considers to define independence of variance in the original data base, hence, this means de-correlate data finding directions, in which the variance is maximized and use it to define the new base [26] . Principal components result from eigenvectors of covariance matrix exposed in Eq. (15) , and they are orthogonal to each other, so there is no redundant information. It should be noted, that the calculation of this matrix should be with the normalized data, subtracting the mean and divided by standard deviation (Eq. (16)), in order to avoid a large variance values due to measuring range and units of the extracted texture features.
The eigenvectors are sorted in descending order respect to eigenvalues, which indicates the variance and importance of each principal component axis.
Weed Classification
Throughout this section, the classifiers purposed are discussed and linked with features described above. The Thresholding classifier uses area features for weed detection, while KNN and SVM classifiers focus on texture patterns result of principal component analysis to define decision rules; first one measures a degree of belonging to classes, whereas the other has a drastic border region to differentiate weed and vegetable classes.
Thresholding classifier
The objects labeled are sorted according to area values in descending order, when a difference with lower object is greater than 50%, average of predecessors elements is calculated, this value is the threshold for weed detection. An example of weed identification result is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 . Weed classification based on color and area features.
K-nearest neighbor classification
The k-nearest neighbor is a practical data mining algorithm and a standard nonparametric technique used for probability density function estimation and classification [27] , then, using this classifier allows working texture features that do not obey a typical theoretical distribution assumptions. This method points out to search a group of k objects in the training set that are closest to the validation data or new value, and bases the assignment of a label on the votation value according to classes in this neighborhood. Indeed, given a training set T and a new data for testing , where are the coordinates in feature space and is its class assigned, the algorithm computes the distance between and each object in T, to get its nearestneighbor list [28, 29] . The choice of the distance measure is relevant to improve accuracy. Criteria for selecting metric is focused on a small measure that produces a high likelihood of having the same class. Another point of interest is the number of neighbors to assess the class membership (See Fig. 5) . If is large, the neighborhood includes points labeled in various classes, on the other hand, a small value output of algorithm can be sensitive to noise points. In practice, value can be adjusted using cross validation or if number of classes is equal to 2, must be odd to avoid ties [30] . The classification is based on the majority class of its neighbors:
where is a class label, is the class label for the th nearest neighbors, and is a function that returns 1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise. A more sophisticated approach, is taking reciprocal of the squared distance:
aimed to give a weight to each object's vote by its distance [30] .
Support vector machine classification
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating hyperplane. Support vectors are the examples closest to the separating hyperplane and the aim of SVM is to orientate this hyperplane in such a way as to be as far as possible (margin) from the closest members of both classes. This separating hyperplane works as the decision surface and is described by , where is normal to the hyperplane and || || is the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin. The Figure 6 shows a decision boundary example for discriminate two classes A (Circles) and B (Triangles) corresponding to vectors of the training set, with class labels of +1 and -1 respectively. The hyperplane's equidistance from H1 and H2 means a quantity known as margin. Then, the SVM approach is based on select the variables w and b to describe training data using Eq. (18)- (19) .
In order to orientate the hyperplane to be as far from Support Vectors, is necessary to maximize the margin value: || ||. This implies to:
This is a convex quadratic optimization problem, then can be expressed as a dual problem with Lagrange Multipliers.
where is the vector of non-negative Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the constraints in Eq. (22) . Therefore, the dual problem is:
The optimal solution λ*, is a discriminant function to classify new points in feature space. Equations 20 and 21, shows how is built this function where b* is a threshold value [31] .
In most cases, the classification problems are nonlinear in feature space, then, SVM theory can be extended projecting input data to a higher dimensionality space, in which a separating hyperplane can be built. This approach is achieved using a kernel function given a suitable mapping x -> ø(x).
Results
For the purpose of analysis, a crop image set was acquired, each outdoor image was captured by a person moving along vegetables crops using an 8MP camera. The photos are perpendicular to crop lines, and avoiding overexposure through manual adjustment of camera, therefore, the green components in images are preserved. The test crops are spinach and chard grown by Horticulture Technology, dependency of Nueva Granada Military University Campus in Cajica, Colombia. The crop image set is used for evaluate algorithms accuracy and time performance. The data processing system consist of a 3.30 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM running MATLAB 2015b. It is an important component for classifiers purposed work with outdoor images, thus, additional computing time because of image pre-processing before classification stage is reduced. Indeed, data base was labeled manually based on random behavior of weed and the expertise of crops manager, in order to compare and evaluate the performance of the proposed area and texture approaches to weed detection. The performance of classification algorithms was tested using sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value indices, calculated as follows:
Sensitivity (SN):
(28)
Specificity (SP): (29)

Positive Predicted Value (PPV): (30)
Negative Predicted Value (NPV): (31) where True positive ( ) is the number of weeds detected as weed correctly. True negative ( ) corresponding to the number of crops detected as crop correctly. False positive ( ), the number of crop plants detected as weed and False negative ( ), the number of weed plants detected as crop. A sample of cases described above for thresholding classifier is shown in Fig. 7 , this is a part of a total image evaluation. The classifier draws a rectangle according to weed area and position, while the callouts indicate when occurs errors or successes in the detection stage. 
Classifiers Training
Prior to commencing this subsection, results appropriate to highlight that thresholding classifier leads on unsupervised learning, consequently, only KNN and SVM training are exposed. From images set, each observation was labeled manually to identify weed and plants classes. The size of each observation is 100 x 100 pixels. Some of the images used for feature extraction are shown in Fig. 9 . For the purpose of increase the reliability of weed classification, a dimensionality reduction is carried out preserving the greatest variance in the data, thus, texture descriptors are the principal components that best describe the features resulting from the linear combination of all calculated texture statistics.
The PCA calculation is performed on image set and the cumulative variances are shown in Table 1 . The first two components retain 80.96% of the data variance. Figure 10 shows texture measurements mapped of these 2D components space. This result describes that data position in features space have a clear difference between weed and vegetables classes, thus, the classification step can be carried out because feature extraction was accomplished.
K-nearest neighbor training
The training stage was carried out and validated using 10-Fold-Cross-Validation method, with 250 images, therefore, the test set contemplates 25 images on each algorithm evaluation. In this process, the results are presented as Boxplot in Fig. 11 , according to Specificity SP, Sensitivity SN, Positive and Negative Predictive Value PPV -NPV indices calculated on each iteration. Fig. 11 . K-NN Indices performance boxplot.
The classifier was validated using 70 images. Table 2 shows True Positive TP, True Negative TN, False Positive FP, False Negative FN and performance indices. The result reported more than 85% of correct classification. The highlighted support vectors (black circles) exposed in Fig. 12 . Corresponding to training set results from dimensionality reduction using PCA with texture features. The radial basis function (RBF) is used as kernel to resolve weed classification problem due to the nonlinear representation of texture features in principal components space. The mathematical definition of RBF is exposed in Eq. (28).
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(32) Figure 13 shows the contour of decision boundary corresponding to RBF kernel with σ=1 in training set. Fig. 13 . Support vector machine classifier; initial decision boundary-Red: weed; green: vegetables; black line: decision boundary.
To increase the reliability of weed discrimination, the support vector machine trained above is optimized. For this purpose, the train data is partitioned into 10 set, then, 10-fold cross-validation loss is expressed as function and it is used to find an optimal σ value with the simplex search method [32] . The resulting value of σ is 0.9614 and the smoothed decision boundary is shown in Fig. 14 . The validation stage gets more than 94% of correct classification, the Table 3 counts TP, TN, FP and FP numbers, as well as performance indices. 
Strategies Comparison
The performance of weed classifier based on area involves time measurements according to relevant steps of algorithm, this means, green detection, labeling and area thresholding, likewise, the indices described above are calculated and tabulated in order to get a system overall response using test images with 340 samples between weed and plants. The experiments were carried out over set with a size of 320 samples, labeled and stored respect their class in a column vector, with regard of classification performance indices calculations. The Table 4 below compares the experimental results tabulated as performance indices calculations. This table is quite revealing in several ways, for instance, the response rate of correct classification was greater than 80 % in all cases according specificity and sensitivity indices, being K-Nearest Neighbor classifier the best respect of sensitivity, which has a high ability to correctly identify plants as weed, whereas, the algorithm based on Support Vector Machines had the highest specificity value, around 90%, indicating a great reliability for classifying plants within crop or vegetables class. On the other hand, area-based algorithm has the highest rate of PPV, showing that most of cases identified as weeds were true positives, although, it has the lowest percentage about NPV rate, resulting in the highest number of false negatives.
To assess proposed classifiers, the computing time is also measured in their respective stages (See Table  5 ). For supervised learning algorithms, the training and feature extraction time is tabulated. It is relevant to highlight that image size is 3264 x 1840 pixels and the Total column corresponds to time between read a source image and classification response, including feature extraction, arrange information in vectors and evaluation according to crop or weed classes. As can be seen from table, the algorithm with the lowest computing time is area-based, KNN and SVM are considerably slow to deliver the result of scene evaluation. Comparing the feature extraction times, the computational cost of texture statistical calculations is high, due to GLCM´s and 2D feature space transformations, around 4.125 seconds to finish this task, whereas, area-based algorithm spends 0.3 seconds on pattern extraction, however, evaluating observations with supervised learning algorithms are up to 14 times faster than area thresholding. It is worth noting that there is a glaring difference between KNN and SVM training time, since, SVM includes the time necessary to optimize decision boundary or margin in a nonlinear way to adjust for best discrimination between classes in accordance with training sets.
Conclusions and Future Work
In general, classification algorithms should reach a balance between specificity and sensitivity values depending on application. Particularly, weed identification solutions focus on provide a basis for weed removal application, the system response must be reliable, avoiding take out vegetables plants.
This study was designed to compare three approaches for classify weed and vegetables. The methods purposed use outdoor images without preprocessing. A first mode carries out an unsupervised learning, it uses area and color features with a practical thresholding, the other two, perform texture features extraction and dimensionality reduction obtaining a patterns that best describes classes keeping most of the data variance from the co-occurrence matrix in gray levels to calculate texture features. These patterns serve as basis for training K-Nearest Neighbor and Support Vector Machine classifiers.
The results of this study suggest that the proposed algorithms for weed detection have a high performance and accuracy validated with sensitivity and specificity indices above 90 and 82% respectively. Therefore, a first approach to select the best with respect to these indices, such as the possibility of having a greater number of false negatives, because of robotic applications for weed detection are less critical if weeds are overlooked and not given as false positives where the system would removal vegetable plants. It should be noted and taking into account only the classification performance, independent of the computation time, algorithm based on SVM presented a best performance with specificity index around 90%; it implies that number of vegetables identified as a weed is low, therefore, the reliability of the classifier would be high.
The algorithms comparison exposed is also based on their execution times. The supervised methods with texture patterns have a training time necessary to achieve the best parameters for class discrimination. It is worth to mention that SVM classifier involves an optimization process to improve decision boundary, for this reason time measurement in this case becomes greater. Features extraction time for supervised methods are considerably higher in contrast with algorithm based on area, almost 14 times slower, due to images division, gray level co-occurrence matrices and statistical measures of texture calculations, however, with features obtained, KNN and SVM classifiers are up to 14 times faster to discriminate the information on the feature space.
It can be thus being suggested that low level features extraction with thresholding classifier is the most appropriate method to be implemented in a removal robotic application, due to accuracy response and execution time. The other approaches despite having indices slightly better, result very slow for scene process.
One of the issues that emerge from the results is the possibility of the methods purposed to evaluate image crops in different stages of growth, this also accords with descriptors used for classes detection, hence, thresholding classifier requires a periodical weed removal tasks, therefore, weed size is smaller than the vegetables crops, thus, area feature is preserved and the evaluation is carried out in appropriate conditions. On the other hand, for texture-based classification, the weed area is not as relevant as low-level features, due to window evaluation and the descriptors related to local properties as spatial arrangement, color or intensity distribution. Another limitation lies in sunlight; this is a strong factor for classifiers performance. In spite of the fact that the present work uses outdoor images, the dataset was acquired avoiding overexposure, otherwise, green color of plants would tend to be white and the brightness increased, then, the approaches reviewed in this paper decrease the classification performance, because of color and intensity values for segmentation and texture measurements would not be homogeneous for each object in the scene. It is important to highlight that further experimentation will include a light control system on image acquisition stage.
The algorithms could be adopted to another crop type, in Thresholding detection, the descriptors refer to color and area, therefore, a different crop that keeps approach of weed size smaller than vegetables, through periodical maintenance, results in a suitable candidate for weed classification. In contrast, to use K-NN and SVM classifiers based on texture features, the descriptors must be evaluated for the new crop, this means, review the class differences in feature space and the number of principal components to use for training.
For selective treatment of weed, the system should be in real time. To achieve this goal and suggesting as further work, decrease image size and use other shape features for thresholding classifier with the purpose of increase its indices performance. Meanwhile, use less texture features where most variance be retained between classes, trying other combinations of statistical texture measures, could improve classifiers performance, fully exploiting the evaluation time of unsupervised classifiers, which exposed the best accuracy percentages.
